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ICS Summary 
October 27, 2015 Meeting 

 
At the October 27th meeting, ICS approved the final base case assumption matrix that included an 
updated forecast, 2013 wind shape, and the revised topology on the PJM-SENY interface to balance the 
PJM-Con Edison wheel; approved the final IRM Tan 45 results; reviewed the sensitivity results; and 
reviewed the draft report.  Attachment 5 of the EC meeting materials contain the final assumption 
matrix for approval.  Attachment 6 contains the final Tan 45 IRM for the EC’s approval.  Attachment 7 
presents the sensitivity cases. ICS recommends eliminating sensitivity PJM minimum LOLE = 0.234 (case 
11) and Limit PJM assistance form PJM East to SENY to the 2015 value (case 12) because the excessive 
emergency assistance from PJM has been resolved in the final base case.  Additionally, it was decided to 
eliminate the locational requirements from the table because they are calculated by prorating from the 
base case and all thought reporting the results was indicating more credibility in the values than 
appropriate. 
 
The NYCA isolated (case 1) and multiple-year wind shape (case 8) are currently being finalized by the 
NYISO and the results will be reviewed at the next ICS meeting.  Some expressed concern that the 
results from running the new GE-MARS multi-year wind shape feature would be included in the report 
without sufficient testing.  ICS will evaluate whether to include this case as a sensitivity after reviewing 
study results.  
 
ICS spent a significant amount of time discussing a possible sensitivity to assess topology changes in 
PJM.  It was suggested by some members that a sensitivity be conducted using the 5-bubble 
representation of PJM.  A number of ICS members as well as the NYSRC consultants had reservations of 
including the PJM 5-bubble modeling results as a sensitivity when there are concerns with the 
representation.  The primary concern that was noted was “garbage in garbage out” and accepting 
results without the confidence in the input, even with caveats around the assumptions, was considered 
poor practice.  Others suggested that if NPCC uses the 5-bubble model than ICS should use it.  It should 
be noted that the NYISO is the only NPCC Area which models the PJM RTO in its resource adequacy 
studies, therefore how the PJM RTO is modeled is a much more important consideration for New York. It 
was also noted that ICS deviates on a regular bases with the CP-8 model including the following: 
 

 We model Ontario and Quebec as a single area rather than a multi-area representation like CP-8. 

 For this year study we are using the PJM public load forecast from its website rather than CP-8 
and four years ago we rejected the PJM load forecast altogether. 

 Last year, we only used part of the DR for PJM when the full amount was used in the CP-8 model. 

 We annually remove EOP steps from our neighbors while CP-8 model includes them. 
 
Others claimed that NPCC conducted an analysis using the 4 bubble model and it resulted in a 0.002 
LOLE changed.  It should be noted that the NPCC modeling uses ‘as found’ conditions and 2015 NPCC 
Resource Adequacy Summer Assessment NYCA’s LOLE is 0.006.  Therefore, a 0.002 change is actually 
very significant.  Because we were making little headway with gaining consensus on how to proceed, ICS 
voted on the following options for a possible sensitivity. 
 
Option A – 5 Bubble Model (NYPA, National Grid, Con Edison, LIPA) 
 
Option B – Model PJM as one bubble and maintain the LOLE of 0.14 (NYSEG/RGE, Al).  This case would 
provide a minimum IRM, considering the range of possible PJM multiple bubble model and internal PJM 
transfer limit options.  
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Option C – Do nothing. (Generators, John A) 
 
 
Response to Request from EC 
 
The following table and graph are in response to request of the EC to report on the amount of shortfall 
during a loss of load event and to report the reserve margin at varying LOLE levels. 
 

NYCA Average MW Shortfall During Loss of Load Expectation Events 

Average 
Shortfall 

Level 1 
Expected # 

of 
Occurrences 

Level 2 
Expected # 

of 
Occurrences 

Level 3 
Expected # 

of 
Occurrences 

Level 4-7 
Expected # 

of 
Occurrences 

Total* 
Expected 

Occurrences 

-113.2 
MW 31.2 115.1 3.6 0 150 

*Based on the 2015 IRM study base case performed over 1500 iterations  

 
 

 
 
 
Transmission Outage Working Group 

The Transmission Outage Working Group (TOWG) was formed to evaluate whether there is a justification 
for modeling overhead transmission outages in IRM studies. The TOWG used the Chateauguay interface 
outage data from 2009-2013 to evaluate its impact on the IRM results.  The analysis showed that there is 
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no change in the IRM.  The TOWG therefore concluded that transmission outages need not be modeled 
in IRM studies at this time, and that no further study in this matter is required. ICS should consider this 
issue in the future if there is new information that could lead to a different conclusion. However, it should 
be recognized that presently there is a lack of sufficient transmission outage data to conduct composite 
generation and transmission reliability studies.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


